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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The County Animal Security and Health Network (CASHN) was developed by FAZD to provide state veterinarians with a tool for reaching backyard and hobby livestock and poultry owners with vital animal disease-related information for the protection of our agricultural infrastructure.I’m ____ presenting the county animal security and health network (CASHN) concept.



Homeland Security Presidential 
Directive/HSPD -9

• Identified Agriculture as a 
critical infrastructure

• Established a national 
policy to defend the 
agriculture and food 
system against terrorist 
attacks, major disasters, 
and other emergencies

-TAHC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
America’s January 30, 2004Agriculture and food system is an extensive, open, interconnected, diverse, and complex structure which makes it a potential target for terrorist attacks. Any disease, pest, or poisonous agent, which occurs either naturally, is unintentionally introduced, or is intentionally introduced by acts of terrorisms could potentially cause catastrophic health effects or economic loss to the United States.“Terrorists seek to destroy, incapacitate, or exploit critical infrastructure and key resources across the United States to threaten national security, cause mass casualties, weaken our economy, and damage public morale and confidence”



Why Focus on Agriculture?

• Large size and complexity
• Relative ease of access
• Highly concentrated
• Limited genetic diversity
• Susceptibility to foreign 

disease
• Public health implications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agricultural is America’s largest industry$100-billion-plus livestock and poultry industry$100-billion-plus crop industryThe entire food and fiber system accounts for 16% of the GDP and 17% of the domestic labor force, with an annual output of $1.5 trillionTypes of transmission�    NaturalAccidentalIntentionalAgroterrorismAct of any person knowingly or maliciously using biological agents as weapons against the agricultural industry and food supply Use of biological, chemical, radiological or other agent against pre-/post-harvest food and fiber productionIntentional threats from international or domestic terroristActs that inspire fearThe West Nile virus that was accidentally introduced into the northeastern United States in 1999 spread to the west coast within four years. The disease is now endemic to this country. Endemic – establishedExotic – not native to area"Three-fourths of the new diseases that have menaced mankind over the past 20 years, and 11 of the 12 most dangerous bioterrorism agents, are animal diseases that have gained the ability to infect humans.” 	Fourth International Conference on Emerging Infectious Diseases, Atlanta, March 2004



Vulnerability of U.S. Agriculture

• Exotic Newcastle Disease (END)
– Existed in backyard flocks of underserved and non-

commercial livestock and poultry owners (UNLPO) for 
6 months prior to detection

– Depopulation of over 3 million birds

– Affected CA, NV, & AZ
• 22 commercial flocks 
• 1,900 private premises

– At least 34 countries suspended the 
importation of poultry and poultry
products from affected states

Texas Animal Health Commission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First detected in October 2002 and existed in backyard flocks for until February 2003 before detection occurred thus critically impacting California’s poultry industry. It was also detected in Nevada and Arizona and is believed to be introduced from birds smuggled in from Mexico. It resulted in the depopulation of 2 million birds, 13 commercial flocks, and 1,900 private premises. In the early stages of the outbreak, the virus appeared to be confined to small backyard poultry operations that breed and exchange birds used in cockfighting, which is illegal in California.The USDA has issued Declarations of Extraordinary Emergency Because of Exotic Newcastle Disease for CA, NV and AZ. The extraordinary emergency declaration allows the USDA to apply federal authority within these states. Federal regulations are extended to the intrastate movement of birds as well. Thus all birds in California are affected, not just the species listed in the California quarantine. Where more restrictive, the federal regulations apply.Any birds that test positive for END or are in dangerous contact with infected birds will be euthanized. However, in cases where birds are not infected, and bird owners can demonstrate a biosecurity program that protects the birds, they may be spared. To achieve this, the owner must adhere to a quarantine protocol that will continue to keep the pet bird in protective isolation.An appropriate biosecurity program includes: avoiding contact with affected birds; isolating birds from loose birds in the neighborhood; preventing people from spreading the disease on contaminated clothing, shoes, and vehicles; and cleaning and disinfecting all equipment and supplies in contact with affected birds.Dr. Lenarduzzi explained that the impact of an END outbreak goes far beyond a state’sborders. “At least 34 countries, including Russia, Spain, Brazil, China, and Mexicohave suspended the importation of poultry and poultry products from the states affected bythe END outbreak. Texas’ poultry industry, which ranks sixth in the U.S. for eggand broiler production, needs international markets. If Texas experiences an END outbreak,our poultry industry will suffer severe economic loss from the trade embargoes.”Introduced to US from a bird smuggled across the border from MexicoIn the early stages of the outbreak, the virus appeared to be confined to small backyard poultry operations that breed and exchange birds used in cockfighting, which is illegal in California.Early detection and reporting by these underserved and non-commercial livestock and poultry owners (UNLPO) could have significantly mitigated the (negative) impact on individual farmers and California, Nevada, and Arizona’s agriculture infrastructure.



Non-Commercial Livestock and 
Poultry Owners (NLPO)

• Vital but difficult audience to reach for the 
protection of our agricultural infrastructure.

• How do you disseminate vital animal 
disease-related information to those who do 
not wish to be identified?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Had early detection and reporting occurred by underserved and non-commercial livestock and poultry owners the impact and economic loss due to this outbreak of disease could have been drastically reduced. FAZD has identified UNLPO as a vital but difficult audience to reach for the protection of our agriculture infrastructure. Individual livestock owners must be our first line of defense against a foreign animal or zoonotic disease outbreak. (F. C. Faries, DVM and A. I. Dement, personal communications, May 21, 2007)



2006 FAZD Defense Center 
Focus Groups

• 3 focus groups to identify “Best 
Practices” communication methods
– Rural, rural/urban, and urban county 

Extension agents (CEAs) and feed 
retailers

• Feed retailers identified as the most 
common dissemination point

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A 2006 needs assessment that was conducted in three Texas regions discovered that feed retail managers are the most common means for communicating about animal health and nutrition topics with UNLPO communities in urban and rural settings. Proposed that a two-way emergency education and communications network be created. This network would contribute to the protection of the nation’s agricultural infrastructure and help achieve goals and support commercial interests of DHS, USDA, state animal health agencies, state land-grant universities, commercial animal industries, private veterinarians, county extension agents, and feed retail managers. This lead to the development of the County Animal Security and Health Network  or CASHN.3 focus groups purpose was to:Identify key social communication systems and credible sources of information for non-commercial livestock & poultry owners (NLPO)Identify key social communication systems and institutions in NLFO communitiesIdentify credible sources of information for NLFO communitiesIdentify key languages and indicators of how to effectively communicate with NLFO communitiesThe primary source of information for NLPO was identified as word of mouth from trusted individuals, feed retail owners, and CEAs.The primary source of information for NLFO was identified as word of mouth from trusted individuals, feed retail owners, and CEAs.  Other sources of information were identified as: feed retail businesses, pamphlets, radio, newspapers, TV, libraries, and the internet. The internet was considered to be used primarily by educated retirees just entering livestock practice.NLFO literacy levels were at the high school level or belowInformational materials should be easy to read and include a mix of printed material supplemented with numerous pictures.Informational materials should be in both English and Spanish.Informational displays and posters should be eye-catching, interesting, and prominently located.The best method identified of disseminating information to NFLO was through point-of-purchase materials in feed retail businesses handed directly to NFLO at the sales counter.Understanding and following cultural mores in information dissemination determined the level of NFLO acceptance of new information.Feed retailers identified as the most common dissemination pointCounty-based network proposedFeed retail businesses have the greatest contact with NFLO communities and greatest likelihood of NFLO trust.The most effective means of disseminating educational materials to NFLO is through local feed retail businesses.



County-Based Communications 
Model Proposed

Cooperative Extension effectively link state 
veterinarians with feed retailers and their 
customers

– Extension has an 
established network 
of county-based 
community 
educators

– Located in all 3,066 
US counties



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step A: State veterinarian activates CASHN by contacting State Extension Program Leaders (Primary Points of Contact) via e-mail, text message, and follow-up phone call. In the event that the state veterinarian is unavailable at the time of an emergency situation, the associate or assistant state veterinarian will act in his or her place as a secondary contact. During the Pilot Test, state veterinarian’s will record the time and date the alerts were sent.Step B: Primary Points of Contact forward the alerts via e-mail and text message to Extension Educators. If the POC is unavailable in an emergency situation, each will also have a designated administrative assistant with the authority to monitor the network and forward information and alerts. During the pilot test, POCs will also record the time and date which the message is sent and received.Step C: Extension Educators forward the alerts to feed retail managers in their county via e-mail, fax, phone call and text message. During the Pilot Test Extension Educators will record the time and date that messages are sent and received. In the event that the Extension Educator is not available during a critical and timely situation, he or she will also have an assistant to receive and forward the alert.Step D: In the case of an actual emergency situation, feed retail managers will distribute the information and/or alerts to their customers via paper copies with receipts. In the case of the CASHN Pilot Test, feed retail managers will record the date and time they receive the alert rather than hand out paper copies of the alert to costumers.Step E: In the case of an actual alert the Underserved and Non-Commercial Livestock Owner customers will receive alerts and educational materials in paper form from feed retailers.In order for the Pilot Study to accurately reveal the feed retailers capacity to reach customers (via telephone, fax and email) rapidly, participating feed retail managers will provide historical time-series data on their feed store customer population prior to the CASHN pilot test. This historical data will be used to estimate the potential number of customers reached by feed retail managers in the event of an actual activation of CASHN. 



CASHN Pilot Test 
2007 - 2008

• Behavior of model in “real 
world” setting.

• Effectiveness of model

• The potential number of 
NLPO reached

• Perceptions of network 
usefulness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How the model could be applied in a “real world” setting.How effective such a network would be for reaching UNLPO in a timely manner.The potential number of UNLPO that could be reached within one week of network activation.



Lead Extension Programs



Collaborating Extension Programs



Pilot Test Participants

• 6 State Veterinarians
– Initiated network

• 6 Extension Points of Contact
– Activated Extension educators

• 56 Extension Educators
– Disseminated alert messages to feed retailers

• 108 Feed Retailers



The CASHN Pilot Test

• County Extension educators:
– Collected descriptive data from county feed 

retailers

– Conducted community seminars targeting non-
commercial livestock and poultry owners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
County Extension educators:Collect descriptive data from county feed retailersAverage number of customers and non-commercial customers per weekPercentage of customers buying feed for various speciesConduct community seminar over CASHNTarget UNLPOGather UNLPO perceptions of usefulness of CASHN conceptIntroduce early detection/early response informationGather perceptions of the CASHN concept



Testing the Network

• 3 network trials conducted in each state
– One per month (Jan., Feb., March 2008)

– Initiated by State Veterinarian 

• Test messages – animal disease related

– Feed retailers reported receipt of message from county 
Extension Educator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 trials of the network conducted in each stateOne per month (Jan., Feb., March 2008)Initiated by State Veterinarian State Veterinarian message received by 1 designated MSI Extension Point of Contact (POC)POC forwards message to county Extension educatorsCounty Extension educators forward message to local feed retailers



Feed Retailer Demographics 
(N=108)

• 2.5 per county 
• 491 customers/week 

• 65% non-commercial 
customers 

• Top 3 Species 
customers buy feed 
for:
– Beef Cattle (43%)
– Equine (34%)
– Poultry (14%) 

• 4 most common ways 
of relaying information 
to customers
– Word of mouth
– Telephone call
– Direct Mail
– Notice/flyer with billing 

statement
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Presentation Notes
491 customers/week, 65% were non-commercial customers43% of customers buy feed for Beef Cattle, 34% Equine, and 14% Poultry2.07 days (49.79 hours) for CASHN alert messages to reach themRank order of receiving State Veterinarians’ test alerts: 1) Phone, 2) Fax, 3) Other*, 4) Email, and 5) Text Message (*of those selecting “Other”, 9 of 10 indicated personal delivery) The method by which feed retailers first receive alert messages was:  1) Telephone  37%; 2) Other  25%; 3) Fax 25%; 4) Email  13%  (Text Message was never received first.) The 4 most common ways relay important information to customers is: (1 Word of mouth when the customer is in the store, 2) Telephone call, 3) Direct mail, and 4) Notice/flyer with billing statementRanked the top 4 sources they normally get animal disease-related information as:  1) County Extension Educator, 2) Veterinarian, 3) Television, and 4) Print sources (i.e. newspapers, magazines, etc.)



Feed Retailer’s View of CASHN

– 93% CASHN would increase their confidence in 
animal disease-related information received

– CASHN would be effective in communicating 
animal disease information to NLPO

– 93% would continue involvement in CASHN

– 82% believed CASHN has value for their 
business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data still being collected. After participation in CASHN Feed Retailers indicated:93% indicated CASHN would increase their confidence in the animal disease-related information they receive84% majority of NLPO could be reached in one week or less through CASHN in an actual event (44% - 2 days or less; 33% - 1 week; 7% - 1 day)CASHN will be “Effective” in communicating animal disease information to non-commercial livestock and poultry owners (NLPO)CASHN will be “Useful” to protect NLPO93% would continue involvement in CASHN82% believe CASHN has value for their business



Community Seminar Participant’s 
Demographics (N=277)

(Still collecting data, n = 277)

• 55% NLPO

• 4% visit veterinarian 2-3 times a month or more

• 51% visit feed store 2-3 times a month or more

• Top 4 species buy feed for:
– Beef Cattle (72%)

– Equine (31%)

– Poultry (25%)

– Goats (11%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
28% High school diploma or equivalent71% Caucasian65% Male83% 40yrs or older



Community Seminar Participant’s 
View of CASHN

• 85% CASHN would increase their 
confidence in the animal disease-related 
information received

• Interest in receiving in receiving information 
through CASHN
– 44% interested 
– 34% very interested 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:   Data still being collected.  (N = 176)Indicated network such as CASHN was “useful” to protect the interests of commercial and non-commercial livestock and poultry owners85% of Seminar participants indicated a network such as CASHN would increase their confidence in the animal disease-related information they receive Most common reasons why:More information availableInformation from a reliable source Top 4 communication channels used to get animal disease-related information.VeterinarianCounty Extension EducatorInternetRadio51% normally share animal disease-related information with non-commercial animal ownersFrequency seminar participants visited the veterinarian in the past 12 months (N = 171)31% Not at all10% About once a month3% Two to three times a month1% About once a week1% More than once a weekFrequency seminar participants visited the feed store in the past 12 months (N = 172)22% Two to three times a month21% About once a month13% About once a week9% Not at all7% More than once a weekTypes of animal disease-related information that would be useful to seminar participantsSpecies specific informationInformational publications, radio programs, and websitesWhat the disease is, the origin, affected areas, the symptoms, and what to doProblems with other countries of possible or suspected illnessesDisease specific information



Community Seminar Participant’s 
View of CASHN

• Usefulness to protect commercial and non-
commercial livestock and poultry owners
– 43% Useful
– 31% very useful

• Types of animal disease-related information that 
would be helpful
– Species specific information
– Informational publications, radio programs, and 

websites
– What the disease is, the origin, affected areas, the 

symptoms, and what to do
– Problems with other countries of possible or suspected 

illnesses
– Disease specific information



County Extension Educator 
Evaluation of CASHN

(Still collecting evaluations, n = 15)

• Would continue involvement if adopted by counties in state 
(100%)

• Believes has value for agency (77%)

• Involvement would increase ability to reach underserved 
audiences (54%)

• A network using Extension to link the State Veterinarian’s 
office with feed stores to relay animal disease-related 
information is a good idea (85%)

• Increase confidence in the animal disease-related 
information received (69%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CEA Comments:Involve:Already doing everything covered in CASHN as normal work routine.Livestock owners will need to know if an actual outbreak did occurPart of my job.This is an important process as are other disease identification and animal identification procedures and systems.  If the University allocates funds for travel, contacts, & etc., this agent will follow through with Post-CASHN established Procedures.To keep the underserved informed on what's going on.Yes, because feed retailers and farmers need to be made aware of CASHN.Yes, but I believe the mass media does a better job getting the word out.  Our clientele is so spread out they are more likely to hear it on the radio or through the newspaper, or from me personally, their neighbors, before they hear it from the feed store.Yes, but we need to guide our feed store owners all the way throughout this program and keep them informed on what is happening.Value:Already doing everything covered in CASHN as normal work routine.Another way to help producersExtension has contact and mailing list of county livestock ownersI am mostly row crops.  I believe this should be a project for the AR State Livestock and Poultry CommissionNot sure I was doing this anyway…we have always been a source of relaying information concerning disease outbreaks, etc. to all of our clientele both commercial and non-commercial.Ability:Already successful at reaching non-commercial audiences.I work with row crops.  Very few livestock in my county.Maybe we need to have state agency place articles in local County Newspapers own what's going on throughout the state/states on Animal Diseases.More people are interested when something effects them.Not really… I'm pretty in touch with my county and those I serve.We have a better understanding of how the program works which allows more reliable informationWith the pilot project I have become better acquainted with not only the underserved, but also with the feed retailers.Idea:Again, we should really not rely solely on the feed store to get this info out.  Yes they should be included in the loop, but not completely relied on.Extension is paramount for a CASHN system to work.  Participants of the pilot (farmers) usually checked for the Extension System (in my area) to handle the reporting.  There is a sense of connection between local citizens.I think local feed stores would work better with local county Extension offices than with State Vet. office.It is a good idea - it already exists informallyThe ability to reach larger number of livestock ownersToo long for vital information to be relayed.  Agents are out of office a lot of times.Yes it's good!Increase:Already confidentI don't know the information I was getting before was very reliable to begin with we were getting from the L&PC and our state office in a timely manner.  To me this program seem to be reinventing the wheel.If it comes from local folks, I pay more attention to it.The network of command an networking is clearly understoodYes & No, the system is a means of trying to get things right.  The information is slow to get classified, slow to get disseminated, and slow to rectify.



County Extension Educator 
Comments

• “With the pilot project I have become better 
acquainted with not only the underserved, 
but also with the feed retailers.”

• “Extension is paramount for a CASHN 
system to work.  Participants of the pilot 
(farmers) usually checked for the Extension 
System (in my area) to handle the reporting.  
There is a sense of connection between 
local citizens.”



Point of Contact Evaluation

100%

• Would continue involvement if adopted by counties in state 

• Believes has value for agency

• Involvement would increase ability to reach underserved 
audiences

• A network using Extension to link the State Veterinarian’s 
office with feed stores to relay animal disease-related 
information is a good idea

• Increase confidence in the animal disease-related 
information received

Presenter
Presentation Notes
POC CommentsInvolve:CASHN is a good way to get information to producersGood program.  Good concept on reaching small producers.I would work to feed info into the system w/State Vet.There is potential for an animal disease related event/outbreak to occur which would call for a rapid response.  The more we do to enhance the community's preparedness for such an event, the more we would minimize the negative impact it would have on our state.Value:It provides a relationship with feed retailers who have access to livestock producersIt should reach producers we do not see on a regular basisPublicity, involvement, awareness of institution as info source.The Cooperative Extension Program serves limited resource farmers by providing them with education to improve their quality of life.  An animal disease cab be detrimental ti a farm business thus having a negative impact on the farmer's quality of life.  The CASHN Project takes a proactive approach that would decrease the probability and effects that an animal disease may have on our audience's farns by implementing a rapid response strategy.  Anbd because the ability to respond rapidly minimizes the negative impact on our audience's livelihood as well as the local economy, I believe CASHN has value in the Cooperative Extension Program.Ability:Feed retailers would have contact with all audiences including the underserved audienceSmall acreage land owners are many and often/mostly un-networked; this may reach themThis may be a debatable point.  There is a lot of "them" (cattle, hogs, goats, poultry, and horse owners) and a few of us, some of them we may never see.Underserved audiences are often the last to receive beneficial information to help them sustain.  By collaborating with the Sate Veterinarian and Feed Stores, I believe CASHN has a sound strategy for reaching these audiences through targeting and using the feed stores as a source for disseminating information.Idea:Of course it's a good idea.  The State Veterinarian is the first to recognize a situation that calls for a rapid response.  Extension has credible relationships with the audience and can be relied upon to relay dependable information to feed stores for dissemination.  Anbd most livestock owners have to buy feed and/or supplies from a vendor who will more than likely be a feed store.The system is very fast and it provides for a good relationship between extension and feed retailersIncrease:After participating in CASHN and becoming better acquainted with the role of our State Veterinarian, I have confidence in any animal disease related information that comes from the State Veterinarian.makes me more connected with State Vet.The information would be coming from the state veterinarian's office



Point of Contact Comments

• “There is potential for an animal disease related 
event/outbreak to occur which would call for a 
rapid response.  The more we do to enhance the 
community's preparedness for such an event, the 
more we would minimize the negative impact it 
would have on our state.”

• “It should reach producers we do not see on a 
regular basis”



Point of Contact Comments

• “Of course it's a good idea.  The State 
Veterinarian is the first to recognize a 
situation that calls for a rapid response.  
Extension has credible relationships with the 
audience and can be relied upon to relay 
dependable information to feed stores for 
dissemination.  And most livestock owners 
have to buy feed and/or supplies from a 
vendor who will more than likely be a feed 
store.”



State Veterinarian Evaluation of CASHN

• 100%
– Would continue involvement if adopted by 

counties in state

– Believes has value for agency

– Involvement would increase ability to reach 
underserved audiences

– A network using Extension to link the State 
Veterinarian’s office with feed stores to relay 
animal disease-related information is a good 
idea

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State Vet CommentsInvolve:Extension is a very good resources and have lots of contacts.It's a good method of notification and would like to see it expanded to more countiesThe concept will work with time, but the strategy should be multi-faceted with many other stakeholders involved, there are so many locations other than traditional feed stores providing animal feed in the rural-urban interface.The potential is there.  From feedback I have received, I'm a little concerned about urgency or prioritization that feed stores and some county officials have in the value of the productThe State Veterinarian will be involved in all aspects of a response.We will need every method available to reach producers especially small producers.Value:Any dissemination of information is good.  I'm excited about the electronic notification project that Sharon Stewart and our EP division is working on - it has great potentialFacilitating meetings with the agents from A&T helped us to bring them into other training and exercising events.  We are planning a discussion based exercise with A&T agents and Research Farms next year.  We have included them In a training on FDAs and biosecurity for the Research Stations.It increased the awareness of the possibility of a FAD and helped prepare the participating counties as well as ExtensionMore education is better and different sources are goodAbility:Not the magic cure, but could be helpful.There are always going to a group of non-commercial animal breeders that are difficult to reach and CASHN provides another tool to help notify themThis network can get the correct information out to an audience that is not served by the major support industries.Idea:Although Tennessee has had a good relationship between the State veterinarian's Office and Extension, projects such as CASHN helps to solidify the need for mutual assistance.Extension is in every county (almost) and producers trust them as educators.  They are a great resource for many things and getting new information from Universities to producers is a proven way to increase awareness.Gets more people involved.  Reaches an underserved audience.  The key to success is the county Extension and feed store operators.  If they don't value the system, it won't be very effective.These relationships are already in place most of the time and both parties must have a high degre of credibility.Yes, just needs more time to develop and to educate the store owners and managers.



State Veterinarian Comments 

• “There are always going to a group of non-
commercial animal breeders that are difficult to 
reach and CASHN provides another tool to help 
notify them.”

• “Extension is in every county (almost) and 
producers trust them as educators.  They are a 
great resource for many things and getting new 
information from Universities to producers is a 
proven way to increase awareness.”



CASHN Potential

• Reduce vulnerability of the nation’s food 
production sector

• With only 70% of all 3,066 U.S. counties 
participating (2,146 counties)
– Potential to reach 1,720,380 non-commercial 

livestock and poultry owners within one week of 
the message receipt by local feed retailers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adoption of CASHN has the potential to reduce the vulnerability of the nation’s food production sector by ensuring early detection and rapid response to animal diseases in non-commercial herds and flocks. For example, if CASHN were ultimately adopted in all U.S. states and territories with only 70% of all 3,066 U.S. counties participating (2,146 counties), CASHN messages would have the potential to reach 1,720,380 non-commercial livestock and poultry owners within one week of the message receipt by local feed retailers. 



Recommendations

• Pilot Test results will guide model revisions

• We recommend that DHS, State 
Veterinarians, and Cooperative Extension 
review the findings for consideration of 
adoption by state veterinarians across the 
US

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pilot Test results will guide model revisionsPlanned expansion for State-wide adoption in original CASHN statesSuccessful state-wide implementation will facilitate the adoption of nation-wide network incorporating all 3,066 US countiesWe recommend that DHS, State Veterinarians, and Cooperative Extension review the pilot test findings and state veterinarians across the US consider the adoption  of a network like CASHN in their state (for the protections of the nation’s agricultural infrastructure.)



Thank You

CASHN Pilot Test Participants
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